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staff delivers. Remember this publication is a great way to
show case those photos you may have sitting around. Let us
know what you have and we would be more than happy to
scan the originals and return them to you for your safekeeping. If you weren’t able to make the annual dinner this year
you missed out on A LOT as we welcomed John Gohmann,
President of the Minnesota Commercial Ry and Gohmann
and Associates as our guest speaker. He filled the evening
with fun stories of his colorful railroad career and was open
to questions from our always diverse group of members
who attend. Please note that we have been listening to you
west end members and hope to hold a convention next year
in either Central or Western WI. Most likely plan on Stevens Point area with activities corresponding to that location. Also please note that your emails and mail going to
Bob Hainstock’s address is not being forwarded effective
May 2011. Please make sure you update your address
books to reflect information@gbwhs.org (goes to most of
the board and newsletter staff) and GBWHS Inc. PO Box
12713 Green Bay, WI 54307-2713.

Best Regards,
Jesse J. Fameree
President

- WEBMASTER WANTED -

The GBWHS, Inc. is in need of an experienced webmaster to
either modify or develop a website for the GBWHS. Applicant
must be experienced with either Microsoft Expression, Adobe
HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO GBW LINES
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on a Dreamweaver or have a solid background in writing HTML
disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written material is code.
not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed material can be
scanned into an editable document. Should you chose to send a We need to increase our on-line presence and using members of
handwritten item, please remember that the editor (the old, weak- the Board of Directors as webmaster has not succeeded. The
eyed, hunt and pecking editor) must key it into a document. people who have graciously tried have not had the experience
nor the time to do the job as it needs be done (Yes, this is inPlease keep such material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted by email cludes your truly).
or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or jpeg files. I The successful applicant will have full artistic freedom to decan also use Photoshop (psd) or Corel PHOTO-PAINT (cpt) and velop a professional appearing site. This may be accomplished
Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a resolution as you can, keeping using our present site as a starting point or it could be a “clean
file size in mind. The higher the resolution the better the sheet” project. While there will be some overview of the finished
reproduction in print will be. Use at least 150 if possible. Please product by the BOD the idea is to find a person with the required
refrain from using bitmaps as they are huge and not easily edited. skills and vision to do the job and give he/she the freedom to do
You may send the original photos or other item to me for so.
scanning and I will return them using my stamp. If you have
questions on format or anything else regarding material you wish Please apply to Jesse Fameree via email. This is a voluntary poto submit contact me by email, phone, letter, smoke signal or sition so payment will be the accolades of the BOD and the
whatever and I will be happy to assist you.
membership in general.
-John Hagen, Editor
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GB&W TRAIN OPERATIONS ON THE AHNAPEE & WESTERN
By Dan Luedke
By the mid 1960's the A&W was running about 3 times
a week from Sturgeon Bay to Casco Jct. With a steady loss
of business along the line, deferred maintenance, track
speed of 10 MPH and the swing bridge and approaches to
Sturgeon Bay in dire need of repair, the decision was made
to file for abandonment from Sturgeon Bay to Algoma, a
distance of 19 miles. The application was filed on May 27,
1968. After closer inspection, the bridge was found to be
unsafe for rail traffic and the entire line from Algoma to
Sturgeon Bay was then embargoed on August 8, 1968. No
more freight north of Algoma would be accepted and cars
that were east of the bridge were pulled across to the west
side by a track mobile when emptied. A few days after the
embargo, the last southbound train to Algoma departed
with A& W GE 70 tonner #601 and the empties. #600 was
left in the engine house at Sawyer and the 601 stayed at
Algoma. A group of shippers were going to look into buying the ..1ine from Algoma to Sturgeon Bay, but it never
materialized.
The Algoma-Casco Jct.line was then sold to U.S. Plywood Corp. which owned the mill at Algoma. On September 4, 1969, a year after the last southbound train with the
empties ran, GE 70 tonner #600 cut its way thru the weeds
from Sawyer to Algoma. On board was A& W owner Vem
Bushman and scrapp~Don Starr from Hyman-Michaels Co.
Removal of the line started shortly after and by October
1969 it was completed.
On December 31, 1970 the A& W was sold again to the
McCloud River RR of California. McCloud River was a
division of U.S. Plywood Corp. The 2 GE 70 tonners #600
and #601 took their turn in the GB& W paint shop at Norwood. They traded their brown, yellow and black paint
scheme for a brighter, orange and white. They shared the
new paint scheme with sister roads McCloud River and
Moscow, Camden and St. Augustine, but were still lettered
Ahnapee & Western.
From 1970 to September 1972 the A& W ran about 3
days a week with their own 3-man train crew and the 2 GE
70 tonners on the Algoma-Casco Jct. line. Somewhere in
this time span the 601 was sent to the MC&ST.A in Camden, Texas. The 600 carried out the duties all alone.
In the fall of 1972, U.S. -Plywood-Champion Papers
made arrangements with the GB& W to handle all train
service on the A& W. On Monday, September 18, 1972,
GB& W took over train operations on the A& W. GE 70
tonner #600 was shipped off to Mexico.
A track rehabilitation program was started that fall and
again in the spring of 1973. New ballast and ties were put
in, although most of the 70# rail remained in use. The
speed limit was raised from 5-10 MPH to 15 MPH. Sidings
at Casco and Rio Creek were upgraded as were the yard
tracks at Algoma. Only one GBW unit was allowed on the
A& W.

Most of these "side trips to Algoma" were done by
trains #4 and #1. If the boat was early at Kewaunee, #4
would go directly to Kewaunee, handle the boat, and do the
Algoma trip on the way back as # 1. If the boat was late, #4
would do the side trip first, then Kewaunee.
As train #2 and #3 handled usually two boats or more
still at night, they would not have
time to do the Algoma trip. A round trip from Casco Jct.
to Algoma and return would take 3 hrs. By the time you
would line up your train at Casco Jct. and go, do the work
at Casco, Rio Creek and Algoma, return to Casco Jct. and
get your train together and leave, 3 hrs. went pretty fast.
In later years, as the car ferry service was reduced, #3
would do side trips to Algoma on the return from Kewaunee after handling one boat. If they had two or more engines they would have to leave them at Casco Jct. and just
go with one unit to Algoma.
Service varied from one to two or three trips a week. In
1975 the Champion mill at Algoma shipped almost 1,100
cars. Casco would get feed cars, both hoppers and boxcars.
GB& W would still get ballast at Rio Creek. Gons and
flats of steel were unloaded at Algoma and trucked to the
shipyards of Sturgeon Bay. On occasion, when car ferry
business was really busy or winter weather conditions
slowed operations down, extras would be called at Green
Bay to run from Green Bay to Algoma and return. I went
on a few of those as a brakeman, but that only happened
when both Kewaunee jobs just didn't have enough time to
make the side trip.
When you arrived at Algoma from Casco Jct. you would
most likely find empty gondolas and flat cars spotted on the
main line a little west of town. These had been loaded with
flat sheet steel or channel or angle iron. They were
unloaded with a crane and hauled to the shipyards at Sturgeon Bay by truck; years before they would have made the
entire trip by rail. With the empty flats and gons coupled to
the front of the engine and your train from Casco Jct. with
the caboose on the rear, you would shove eastward toward
the small 3 track yard, which was near the U.S. Plywood
plant with the depot on the far east end. The 3 track yard
had switches on both ends, and each track held about 10-12
cars. One of the tracks would usually have cars on it which
were to go back to Green Bay or Kewaunee. That's the
track you would shove the empty flats and gons on to go
back with you. You would uncouple the cars on the front of
the engines and then shove the train back over the switch
'and then pull the train in on one of the other clear tracks.
When you got down to the far east end of the yard by the
depot, you would hang onto any cars you picked up at
CasCo or Rio Creek that were right behind the engine and
set them over on the track of cars that were to go back with
you also. You would then bring the engine back to the west
end of the yard through the 3rd clear track and pick up the
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The year is 1935.
A&W 2-6-0 #39 is
making up it’s
train in Sturgeon
Bay

Collection of
Randall Jacques

cars to go back. You would then double over on to the caboose and the train that you brought to Algoma. If you had
more cars of steel to spot on the way out of town, they
would be next to the caboose and the cars that stayed in
Algoma for the U.S. Plywood mill would be the rear cars
now next to the steel cars. The mill cars you would cut off
the yard track and leave. They had their own track mobile
and would spot the cars themselves and any other industries
there. As you left town heading back to Casco Jct. you
would cut off the loaded steel cars behind the caboose to be
unloaded just west of town. Basically you left cars in the
yard and picked up cars from the yard to go back. The actual spotting was done by the U.S. Plywood track mobile.
At least that is the way it worked on the trips I made to Algoma. I'm sure on some days there was more switching
involved at Algoma. Sometimes all the steel flats and gOng
were not unloaded so the loaded ones would have to be
switched out and respotted with the new loads. That would
all take extra time. On the way back, I think Casco had a
track with the switch on the south end only, so you would
have to switch them on the return to Casco Jct. When you
got back to Casco Jct. and you still had to go to Kewaunee
as train #4, you would pull down to the west end of the siding, cut off the caboose, put your entire train on the main
line behind the cars going to Kewaunee from Green Bay
and then pick up the caboose and put that on the main line
as the rear car. Then you would go back through the siding
with the engine to the east end and pick up your entire train
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on the main line and head to Kewaunee. At Kewaunee, if
any of the cars from Algoma were boat cars, you would
line them up to go on the AA or C&O. In turn, you would
bring any cars from Algoma for Green Bay back with you
on train # 1.
If you went to Kewaunee first as train #4 and then to
Algoma on the return trip as # 1, you would bring all the
cars from Algoma to Green Bay, including any boat cars.
They would be switched at Green Bay and sent back to Kewaunee that night on #2 or the next day on #4. Although it
was still desirable to have Kewaunee Division #1 connect
with New London Division #1 out of Green Bay, the need
was not as great as years before. By 1975-76 the Ford auto
traffic had declined considerably and the midnight connection with the Milwaukee Road at Winona had pretty much
ended. As a matter offact, about the only Ford traffic left
was the tri- levels with Ford Mustangs that were en route to
the west coast. By this time the GTW and Milwaukee
teamed up to move a solid trainload of autos and parts from
Lower Michigan through Chicago to St. Paul. Run as a runthru crew change only, the "Ford Fast" as it was known on
the Milwaukee, left Bensonville in early afternoon with 3
GP-40s or SD-40-2s and 60-80 cars, all 86' By-cubes and
auto racks. I saw it several times racing through Duplainville at nearly 60 MPH. The fast "Ford's are hot" days on
the GB&W were over. So if #l from Kewaunee had to
make the side trip to Algoma and missed the connection at
Green Bay, it wasn't as critical as it had been in earlier

years. By this time #1 at Norwood was being called later
anyway; usually a 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM call was becoming
normal.
In mid-July of 1976, the Algoma Excursion Line started
operation on the A& W , with a Ingersoll-Rand 60 ton diesel #105 and some ex-CB&Q heavyweight passenger cars.
They ran 3 trips a day from Algoma to Casco or Casco Jct.
Clint Jones and Fred Tonne ran the operation. They did
quite well and later added Milwaukee Road Alco S-4
switcher #818 and Milwaukee Road Alco RSC-2 #988. On
days the GB&W made side trips to Algoma, the excursion
train was not permitted to run on the line at the same time
as the GB&W. There were no "meets" at Rio Creek or
Casco between the GB& W and Algoma RR train. By this
time the GB& W was probably running only two times a
week on the A& W so the delays were minimal to the tourist line. There were times when westbound #1 would go
through Casco Jct. in the afternoon and the Algoma excursion train would be there running around their train to head
back to Algoma. A couple of hi-balls on the whistle and #1
rolled on toward Luxemburg.
The Algoma RR excursion train continued on in the
summer months from 1976 to about September or October
of 1979 when it made its last trip on the A& W for good.
By the early' 1980s, a slowdown in the economy and
deregulation of the railroads iri the U.S. started to take its

toll. In October of 1980, the A& W depot at Algoma, which
was built in 1918, was tom down. Car count on the A& W
continued to decline as more industries cut back and
switched over to trucks. By 1985, train service was down to
about once a week or less; the handwriting was on the wall.
(There was no business left at Casco or Rio Creek feed
mills and at Algoma only steel for Bay Shipbuilding which
was trucked by Stoeller Trucking Co. up to Sturgeon Bay).
Algoma Hardwoods still received a few cars. Track conditions lowered the speed limit to 10 MPH and in some
places 5 MPH, extending the running time to over three
hours. Through the end of 1985 and into the winter and
spring of 1986, the day or night Kewaunee jobs would
make the side trip to Algoma, but the number of trips were
becoming fewer and fewer. I made my last trip on the A&
W on March 17, 1986 on an extra out of Green Bay with 12
cars and the X190 to plow the line from Casco Jct. to Algoma. At the time I didn't know it would be my last time on
the A& W.
Exactly eight days later, on March 25, 1986, the day
Kewaunee job running as "Extra 323 East".Qi4 make the
last trip on the A&W; on duty at Norwood at 7:15 AM, departed Norwood at 7:45 AM with 24 loads and zero empties. The side trip on the A&W was from 9:10 AM to 1:00
PM. Extra 323 East arrived at Kewaunee at 1 :30 PM with
23 loads, zero empties, handled MWT 41 (Midland), de-

Ahnapee & Western #351 eases across the Sturgeon Bay bridge in the early 1950’s. The tender bearing the A&W herald was reportedly painted red (See pg 7 for another photo).
Photo from WISCONSIN SHORTLINE AND LOGGING STEAM LOCOMOTIVES
A book of photos of the Roy Campbell Collection, edited by Tom Burg
Merrill Publishing Associates, P.O. Box 51, Merrill, WI 54452
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A&W Cherry Special, July 22, 1939.
The young lady in the railroad togs is
the Cherry Queen of 1039.

Stan Mailer/Dan Luedke Collection

parted Kewaunee with 19 loads and 13 empties at 5 :20
PM, leaving zero loads and 30 empties in the Kewaunee
yard for the next boat, arriving Norwood at 7:05 PM, and
tied up at 7: 15 PM on their hours of service law. There is
no record of the number of cars handled on the A& W that
day, but the Midland had 19 loads on board that day and
the train left Kewaunee with 19 loads and 13 empties. I
believe the 13 empties came off the A& W and most likely
were the 13 cars that we had taken up there on the job I was
on when we had the X190 eight days before. So the day
Kewaunee job must have brought everything with wheels
on it off of the A& W that day. The crew that day on the
Extra 323 East, the last trip, was conductor Ed Bowden,
brakeman Randy Schultz, brakeman Chuck Van Pay, fireman John Milquet and engineer Mike Scanlan. Of course
the crew did not know that day that it was the last trip either. /
Within two days, the decision to end operations on the
A& W had been made. On March 27, 1986, a notice was
put up that "All inbound loads of steel for Bay Shipbuilding
at Algoma would be taken to Kewaunee and spotted on the
Kewaunee Engineering siding to be transloaded to trucks
for delivery to Sturgeon Bay. Also, all loads for Algoma
Hardwoods Co. will now be unloaded at GB&W Warehouses in Green Bay and trucked to Algoma."
I remember spotting the cars for Algoma Hardwoods
Co. at the Auto Dock Warehouse in the Mason Street yard
at Green Bay for unloading from boxcars to trucks for the
final move to Algoma. On April 16, 1986, GB&W bulletin
#382 stated "All tracks on the A&W RR from Casco Jct. to
Algoma are out of service."
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About this same time the A&W bridge over the Kewaunee River, one mile north of Casco Jct., had one of the concrete bridge abutments weakened from heavy rains. At this
time there were a number of empty boxcars stored on the
line over and north of the bridge. The empties from Casco
Jct. up to the bridge were removed by the Kewaunee job.
However, no engine was allowed on the bridge, so the cars
that were standing on the bridge and north of it were removed by the GB& W track mobile from Green Bay. After
that, cars could only be shoved up to the south end of the
bridge for storage. At times there were no cars stored there
at all but sometimes there were as many as 125 stored on
the tracks at Casco Jct. itself and on the A& W up to the
bridge.
That's the way it was for four or five years. Finally on
June 25, 1990, heavy rains for two days dropped almost 6"
of rain on northeastern Wisconsin. The Kewaunee River
was a roaring torrent and the entire bridge collapsed into
the river, leaving just the rails hanging from one side to the
other. That same rainstorm caused a mudslide at Baird's
Creek, which covered the track for three or four car
lengths. Once again, I was on a job that had to take the
X190 to plow the mud off the main line and do some
reditching of the right of way halfway up Baird's Creek.
Finally in September and October of 1995, the track was
removed from Casco Jct. to Algoma. After nearly 105
years, the A&W passed into history.
During its life, the A&W saw a lot of traffic come and
go, from the early passenger and mail trains to trainloads of
dairy products, cherries, apples, and other produce, from
the steel for shipyards and coal, fuel oil, and lumber products, to the agriculture industry. There were also passenger

GB&W #251 outbound from Algoma. The year is 1939.
Stan Mailer/Dan Luedke Collection

trains with migrant workers to help harvest crops in Door Co. There was even a large group ofWWII Gennan POWs
from Hitler's famed Africa Corps. that arrived by passenger train to work the fields in 1945.
The A&W was under GB&W control a couple of times during its life, but it definitely had its own personality. I've
only touched on a small part of the A&W pertaining to the days I worked on the GB&W from 1968-1993. To get the full
story of the A&W, you have to read Stan Mailer's GB&W book, especially Chapter 9 which covers the A&W from the
first tie that was put down in 1891 to just about the end in 1989~ superb reading from Stan's expertise on this railroad.
A MEMORABLE TRIP ON THE A&W
On Monday, March 17, 1986 the dispatcher called me at 7:30 AM and wanted to know if I wanted to go on an extra
to Algoma for a 9:00 AM call. I said OK. At this time I was working afternoon yard jobs so I thought a day trip to Algoma would be a nice change. When I arrived at the yard office I discovered the entire crew was Green Bay yard switchman! Roger Mitchell was the conductor, Pat Biersteker was the rear brakeman and I was the head brakeman. Richard
Glawe was the engineer. We all laughed as we nonnally worked together on the afternoon yard jobs. I also discovered
we were taking the X190 spreader to plow the line from Casco Jct. to Algoma. We were told drifts were quite deep between Casto and Rio Creek. We had the X190 ahead, RS-20 #308 and about 12 cars, mostly flats and gons of steel with a
caboose behind.
No one had run on the Algoma line for several days and it was heavily drifted. We started plowing at Casco Jct.,
heading north with the 12 cars and caboose behind. Between Casco and Rio Creek we got stuck in deep drifts at a cut.
Luckily we could back our way out, but it took some doing. After we got the train shoved back out on clear rails, we
could really see how deep the drift was. The conductor and roadmaster, who was operating the plow, decided to cut the
train off and take a run at the drift with just the 308 and plow. The problem was at 15 MPH the speed was not great
enough to roll the snow far enough away from the train and it rolled back in around the w4eels. The roadmaster gave
permission to hit the drift at 25 MPH. The engineer was told to increase the speed to 25. With just the engine and plow,
(Continued on page 12)
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A&W #351 at Sturgeon Bay, 1951. Crew members (L to R) Herb Holschuh, Bob Ruby, Francis Renard (Gangway), Jim Roubal
and Mal “Buster” Warren
Reports are that the tender was painted red with yellow striping. Just as a lark and to illustrate how the red tender would have
appeared, I added color to this photo. So far, no one that we know of has been able to turn up a color photo of the this tender. I spoke
with a gentleman at Trainfest 2010 who lived along the A&W as a lad and he told me that there was indeed a steam engine with a
red tender. But, alas, no color photos. If anyone reading this has or knows a likely owner of such a photo (color was rare but not
unheard of in those days, especially among rail fans) please
contact the editor, Andy Laurent or Randall Jacques.

Stan Mailer/Bob Luedke Collection
Colorization by John Hagen
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GBW X190 returning to Norwood after some on-track adventures in the early 1980’s.
Yeah, I wish I had dated these
photos too, but…….

John Hagen Photo
(BELOW) GB&W train #4 at Algoma on the A&W on a cold day in 1974. That’s Vince Oettinger, conductor (left) and Chuck
VanPay (right)braving the outdoors.
Stan Mailer Photo
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John DeBeck
After learning of the tragic loss of our friend and colleague, Bob Hainstock, I felt compelled to write this article
and submit it to our GBWHS magazine. I have many
memories of the railroad, as well as those of the railroads in
Green Bay as a whole, which I thought might be fun to
share. Plus, I thought it might be time to share with some of
you the current project I am undertaking, with the goals of
using some of the proceeds to benefit the GBWHS as well.
Though three railroads ran into Green Bay for most of
my childhood and even my adult years, the Green Bay and
Western was the one that really captured my fancy. How
could I forget all of the times we were stuck at the crossing
on Twelfth Avenue, waiting for the trains to unblock the

road? Though it frustrated my parents to no end, my mother
would tell you now that I always wanted her to drive past
the yard so the train could stop us. The same could be said
when we did the old "wait for a train-wait for a boat-wait
for a train" polka on Mason Street before the Don Tilleman
bridge was built in 1973. Four tracks crossed Mason Street
on the west side, and there was a good chance that a person
was likely to be held up by the GBW or the CNW.
Speaking of Mason Street, I recall vividly the burning of
the old depot, and my sad thoughts as I saw the remnants
driving over the Tilleman bridge in 1977. I remember when
they put the electric sign atop the depot with the "Green
Bay Route" logo, which always seemed a bit out of place to
me atop the old depot. How many of you remember the
billboard along Mason with the italicized GBW logo that
said "The SMALL railroad with the BIG ability?"
One of the many reasons I became enamored with the
GBW is because my father was the manager of the McDonPage 10 GREEN BAY AND W ESTERN LINES

ald's restaurant on Shawano and Military in Green Bay
through 2000. I can remember going shopping with my
mom at the Sure Way-Shopko complex, right behind
McDonald's, and as soon as I heard the whistle, all bets
were off, as I rushed to the front of the store to see two or
three red Hornell’s, or even some RS3’s roar across Military Avenue just after the gates dropped. Over time, my
father developed a friendship with a man who used to come
in to McDonald's just about every morning for breakfast.
This man was none other than Vern Maloney, vicepresident of the GBW. I remember him as a very nice man
who always had time for me and all of my silly railroad
questions. It is because of Vern that I started collecting a lot
of GBW memoraRS-20 #305
bilia. Vern would
switching at Nor- bring me pens,
wood. You can
notepads, buttons,
bet 12th street
train orders....even
was blocked.
GBW cars for my
HO railroad in my
bedroom, and much
more. Little did I
know how valuable
some of this stuff
would become, and
I often wish now
that I would have
saved more of it. A
lot of it does survive,
however.
Sadly,
one
morning
Poorly done,
Dad
came
home
amateurish photo
and
told
us
that
by John Hagen
Vern had died of a
heart attack, and I lost a good friend. This is just another
reason, along with Bob's passing, that I am undertaking the
project I am involved with and will explain later in this article.
My uncle, Bob VanderLeest, who was married to my
dad's sister, was also a GBW employee, and often talked
(or maybe even embellished?) his tales of the railroad,
which I thought were fascinating. He even lived on Western Avenue, with the tracks just feet from his backyard. I
remember asking him if the train stopped there to pick him
up in the morning!
One of my earliest memories is going to Kewaunee with
my mom, and later with my brother, to watch the GBW
load the ferries. However, it became a standing joke before
we'd leave that we would expect the workers to derail the
train as they pushed the cars onto the boat, and truly, it happened almost EVERY time! The railroad employees would
get out their jacks, smear the tracks with grease that looked

like animal #309 also workfat, and the ing Norwood
engine would yard but from the
labor
back east end. This is
and forth un- south Oakland
Ave so at least
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Alco in Kewaunee.
Mom would
John Hagen
pack a picnic
Photo
lunch,
and
we'd spend the entire day watching trains.
My Grandfather John, who also just passed away in December, also promoted my train interests. As a driver for
Leicht's Transfer and Storage, he would often take me to
watch the trains, or we'd sit on the dock of one of the warehouses and watch them. One time, as we sat near McDonald Yard, one of the railroad employees got a little mad that
we were there and gave my grandpa and earful! Never to be
outdone, Grandpa gave it right back to him! I always
thought it was kind of neat when two or more trains could
block the crossing at once when four tracks crossed north
Broadway. I clearly remember the tower on the east side of
the street, and the great view the switchmaster must have
had of the yard. I wished that could have been me!
Some of you might remember that when the Ahnapee
and Western branch was abandoned, an excursion train ran
between Casco to Algoma for a few years. Knowing my
affinity for the GBW, my mom scheduled us a train ride as
soon as we heard about it. I remember going to Algoma
and seeing #305 switching at Algoma Hardwoods; now but
a distant memory.
I went back to my old photo albums as I was writing
this dissertation, hoping to find a good photo of the Trempealeau River, as back in 1984, I took an excursion trip
with my then high school girlfriend from Green Bay to
Wisconsin Rapids and back on the GBW line, riding in
style in the dome car. With much regret, the only photos
were a few lousy shots of the interior, which were mostly
filled with shots of the girl, and none of the exterior at all.
Fortunately, the Trempealeau River remained around a bit
longer than the girl! With the crummy camera I had at the
time, the photos in general were pretty grainy; I wish I had
been a bit smarter and shot railroad footage!
There were so many places I loved watching the GBW,
whether it be stopped at the crossing on Taylor, passing

over a train on Highway 41, or sitting and watching them
cross the bridge at Pamperin Park. I wish I could have been
older and had the means back then to see more of the western end of operations, but that does not make the memories
I do have any less special, and makes me appreciate even
more the history of this railroad that still exists. Many of
these stories that have not yet been told, or maybe more so,
recorded. While my big project is to continue to build my
3,000 square foot HO scale layout, featuring the GBW (one
of every diesel engine in every paint scheme!) for the Motorcycle and Model Railroad Museum of Wisconsin, my
second project is to complete a book about the GBW. As a
writer of several books and also a magazine editor, the focus of my latest book is not intended to be a book in the
fashion of those already in existence about the railroad, but
a volume filled with the remembrances of the surviving
employees, to get their memories, anecdotes, and stories
about the railroad recorded before more of these people are
no longer with us. Once completed, the book will be published through Halfcourt Press, and a portion of the proceeds will be given to the GBWHS to continue their good
works. Bob Hainstock was helpful to me as I began this
venture in helping put together a list of some of the former
GBW employees he knew, but I would like to include
more, and this is where readers of this fine GBWHS publication can help. Do you know a former GBW staffer or
officer who might be willing to share their memories? Or
maybe even a few never previously published photos? If
so, I would love to hear from you (or them!) Please contact
me directly at JMDHoops@hotmail.com, which is the best
way to reach me. I have already heard some great stories,
and am anxious to share these (and others) with all GBW
enthusiasts!
-John DeBeck
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GB&W RS-20 #305 at
Casco. The date is August 8,
1973.

Stan Mailer Photo
(Continued from page 7)

we felt if we stalled in the drift we could back our way out.
Surprisingly at 25 MPH the plow and engine rode quite
well and when we hit the drift the snow was flying out as
far as the right of way fence. We started to bog down in the
drift and with the 308 in the 8th notch we were down to 810 MPH when we finally broke through the other end of
the drift onto almost clear rail. When we looked back it
looked like a tunnel. We backed up through the cut and saw
it was about 5 or 6 car lengths long with the snow up to the
bottom of the cab windows on the engine. The roadmaster
decided to make several more passes through the cut, putting the wings out a little more each time to widen the cut
and push the snow back farther from the track each time.
The X190 Jordan Spreader works great for this kind of
duty. With the cut widened out we backed down to our
train and started heading north again. We hit more drifts
but even at 15 MPH we didn't slow down much. The ironic
thing was just south of Algoma on almost snowless track,
we went over a farmer's field crossing and the whole X190
plow derailed! I was riding in the plow with the roadmaster, a trainmaster and a section man and pulled the emergency brake lever as soon as I knew we were bouncing on
the ties. The engineer shut the throttle off immediately but
the problem was that with 12 cars of mostly steel behind us
we were shoved along quite a distance before we stopped.
At the last moment the front of the plow took a dive to the
right and I thought we were going to tip over. The front of
the plow was down in the ditch and the cab of the plow
twisted enough we couldn't get out of the front door - we
had to go out the rear door. The X 190 stayed coupled to
the engine, which I believe kept us from tipping over. The
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conductor and rear brakeman walked up from the caboose
and I asked if they saw a broken rail that we went over in
the field crossing. They said "no", but the flange ways in
the crossing were packed with solid ice from snowmobiles!
It seems a snowmobile trail used the farmer's field and field
crossing to get over the tracks. The front of the plow was
down in the ditch with the rear of the plow still coupled to
the engine. The rear truck of the plow had the two right
side wheels on the rail, but the two left side wheels were
about one foot above the rail. We unloaded the rerailing
frogs from the plow and started backing up slowly. The
rear wheels that were one foot above the rail came down
ever so slowly and rested back on the rail. The front truck
followed the ruts the wheels had made in the frozen ground
and came right back up next to the rails. We put a rerailing
frog on each rail and pulled the front truck one axle at a
time over the frog back up on to the rail. With the plow
rerailed we loaded the frogs and the roadmaster checked
the track all the way back to the field crossing. He told the
section man to make sure they hi-railed the track the next
day and to salt all the crossings really well.
We continued on our way to Algoma, did our work
there, and with the plow in tow and about 8 other cars and
caboose headed back to Casco Jct. and Green Bay. What I
thought was going to be a 7-8 hr. day ended up being almost 12 hrs. A memorable day on the A&W!
What I didn't know at the time was that this would be
my last trip on the A&W, for exactly 8 days later, on
March 25, 1986, the day Kewaunee job made the last side
trip on the A& W. The end had come.
Dan Luedke

THE LITTLE KNOW STORY OF THE FIRST 2-8-2 TO RUN ON THE GB&W
By

John Hagen

CGW #755 wearing a KGB&W herald on her tank sometime in 1933 (probably). Location and unknown.
John Hagen Collection

In the early thirties during the great depression, the
GBW, looking ahead to more prosperous times, realized
that they would have to modernize their motive power
fleet. In that context, the GBW arranged to lease one the
Chicago Great Western’s USRA light Mikado’s for testing
purposes. Excess motive power was abundant during the
depression. And CGW officials readily agreed to let the
755 work the GBW’s main line. As steam engines did/do
not take to storage well, it was better to keep them hot and
active.
Sometime in the late spring to early summer of 1932
while the first Ford V8’s were roaming America’s roads,
CGW #755 began roaming the GWB’s mainline. It mostly
worked from Merrillan west to Winona but it did make several trips to Green Bay and at least once went to Kewaunee.
Which seems fit as during the time she spent on GBW’s
rails her tender carried the Kewaunee, Green Bay and
Western logo. I do not know why her tender was re-signed
for this relatively short period especially as she continued
to carry her CGW number.
The reason 755 stayed on the west end can be found in
the history of the GBW’s 400 series Mikes. The extended
stalls at the Norwood roundhouse were not built until after
the first of the 400’s were on the order. While this test was
likely a deciding factor in purchasing the 400’s, there was

no place at Norwood to service a locomotive the size of a
Mikado in 1932. The 755 was housed and serviced at a
CGW facility in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area.
This was not a two week trial. Number 755 was on the
GBW’s rails for over a year in order to test her performance in all weather conditions. The most plausible date I
have heard for her return to home rails is during September
1933.
The reason I started this search for #755’s story was that
I had picked up a couple of undec Athearn Mike’s at Trainfest several years ago as they were at a really good price.
So now I needed to find a railroad to letter them for and I
came upon the CGW. And then when I found out about the
755, well you know what one of them is going to become.
Of course any written records of this test on the GBW went
up in smoke when the Green Bay station burned in 1977.
But I did manage to scrounge up one photo.
This kind of reminds me of a brass ALCO RS-27 I
painted for a friend several years ago. I did it as ex-CNW
902 as it appeared upon arrival on the GBW, still numbered
902, still wearing yellow and green paint but carrying
GBW logos on its cab.
John Hagen
(PS, I meant to have this story out on April 1st)
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GOLDEN AGE LINE

CROSSVILLE, TN

GREEN BAY AND WESTERN
TRUSS ROD BOX CAR KITS
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
From WESTERFIELD

Photos of built models supplied by
Westerfield Models.
http://www.westerfieldmodels.com
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Editorial Fumings
Dear readers and members,
The lateness of this issue rests upon my shoulders. I
had intended to have this issue out in January, 2011.
Obviously, I missed that date. To explain why is impossible. I am trying to put together all that transpired
between Wednesday, November 14, 2010 and now,
Thursday, June 9, 2011, and I can’t do it. Oh sure,
some of the incidents are well planted in mind, like taking the last three steps to my basement office the
Wednesday after Trainfest on my behind………. with
my left foot/ankle assembly inexplicitly placed under
said behind. This lead to my being unable to access
said office until early April, just in time to find out how
much I owe the Feds. On the good side, I missed the
whole winter.
But what happened for the next three months is a
mystery. I had a real problem screwing up the courage
navigate those too short, rounded off, carpet covered
steps. But that didn’t really last all that long, Soon

descending those wicked treads became a safe, albeit slow, process. Ascending the same contrivances was another matter and could be accomplished toddler style by using all fours. Still, that
situation was surmounted without any real problem. Physical matters often are. The workings of
an old mind that is rapidly succumbing to crs
(can’t remember…. Er, stuff to use a printable
word) is a different load of coal entirely. Apparently fracturing bones is something best left for
those whose age can be told in one digit., not for a
very out-of-shape 67 year old. Its not just the time
required for the mutilated bones take to re-knit
themselves, it’s the effect of the rest of the
body…….and the cellular marvel that runs it. The
weakness of the flesh can dilute the spirit and one
becomes reluctant to perform movements that
cause discomfort. For a time at least. About three
months I’d guess.
The good news is we now have another member to the newsletter staff. Bill Christopher has
joined Randall Jacques and myself as the Associate Editor. With these two youngsters
pushi…..ahhh, helping the geezer, the newsletter
will be getting back on schedule.
Oh yes, the added staff will allow for the acceptance of more material. We still need anything
from feature articles to photos to old ads and anecdotal tidbits to fill these pages.
Thank you for your patience,
John Hagen, Editor

C OMPANY

S TORE
The Green Bay &
Western Steam
Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos
from the Roy
Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas
E. Burg
Available through
your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price
($20 non-member) +
3.00 s/h
Published by
Merrill Publishing
Associates, P.O. Box 51,
Merrill, WI 54452

GBWHS STORE ORDER FORM
(copy this form to preserve your newsletter)

REFERENCE MATERIALS
DRAWINGS
The Green Bay Junction yard and depot drawing,
circa 1926.
Norwood Yard Property arrangement
Trackage at Eastman and Quincy St
Track arrangement at Luxemburg
Shipping

Mail your order to:
$5.00
$4.00
$4.00
$3.00
$4.00

Other items in development stages:
Coming soon! More drawings, plus a GBW right of way
standards book is being developed. This book features track and
sign standards found on the GBW right of way. Prices TBA

GBWHS, Inc. Introduces
H. Weldon McGee photo CD.
This CD contains photos from the camera and collection
of H. Weldon McGee.
That’s correct, you can now have your very own library of
photos such as were presented at the 4th Annual Dinner
held in Green Bay April 24th, 2010. And the good news;
while the slide show being presented at the dinner was
limited in length, the CD contains 90 photos and other
data from the Green Bay & Western in the 60’s!
These CD’s are now available for $30.00 plus $3.50 for
shipping. $5.00 of each CD sold is contributed to the
funding of the restoration and upkeep of the ROAMER.

Green Bay and Western Historical Society
P.O. Box 12713
Green Bay, WI, 54307-2713
Ship to:
Name ______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
City_______________________State_____ Zip __________
Photo CD
_________
Drawings:
GB Jct
_________
Norwood
_________
Eastman & Quincy _________
Luxemburg
_________
Please reserve one hopper car @ $25.00
_________
or both @ $50.00
_________
plus total shipping
_________
minus my membership discounts
_________
Total
_________
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NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT!

Artwork (above) and photo of actual model (below)
Courtesy of Accurail

The GBWHS introduced it’s second special run
car at the 2009 Titletown Train Show.
This is a 50 ton, 2 bay P-S hopper car from a
series (401—420) built in 1949. They were based
on a slightly modified 1935 AAR standard design. Originally painted red and lettered for the
KGB&W, they were repainted yellow and lettered for the GB&W beginning in 1967. This was
completed (as best as we can determine) sometime in 1970.
This is another fine, factory painted and lettered
Accurail model available in 2 numbers, 416 &
419, as shown. Anyone who purchases more
than two cars and would like additional numbers,
decals will be supplied at no additional charge.
Cost is $25.00 per car. Please add $5.00 for shipping per order.

The Green Bay & Western Historical Society

FRV
The goal of the Green Bay & Western Historical Society, Inc. is to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western Railroad and its affiliates. We are preserving historical documents and stories, photographs and
artifacts. Our purpose is to make this information available to our members as well as the public through our
GBWHS newsletter, GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES. We are a 501c, non-profit, Wisconsin corporation.
Our newsletter is in its third volume, we recently introduced our second special run model to the market, are
currently seeking a restoration project and we are creating our historical archives.
Help is needed, in many forms, from writing articles for our newsletter, helping with the archives and
cataloging the preserved GBW items, to assisting in the restoration of preserved GBW equipment, and
developing accurate models of GBW equipment. We encourage you to join and become part of what we are
building. For further information use the addresses below or check the masthead on page 2.

Email:
Postal Mail:
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information@gbwhs.org
GBWHS, PO Box 12713, Green Bay, WI 54307-2713

